
Introduction
The posters in this document can be read in any order, 
starting from any point. To skim and find a certain topic, see 
the headers at the top of each large black line box. Within 
each box are one or more larger (blue) notes. These are 
the Innovation team's summations or categorizations of the 
smaller (yellow) notes directly below them. The yellow notes 
are direct statements made by an individual of the 
community.

The Project
The aim of the project was to gather and provide back an 
accurate snapshot of Africatown from the communities 
perspective, as well as, to provide the information in a 
digestible manner so that it may be used to navigate the 
many attributes, needs, and efforts of the community. Our 
hope is for organizations to use this information to pick 
projects, find partners, and inform goals.

The Information
These posters are the result of a series of listening 
sessions held with each Africatown community organization 
(at the time) that was working toward the betterment of 
Africatown in some way. Opportunities to contribute were 
offered and utilized via online survey, video conference, 
and/or in person. Where possible, information was 
recorded visually in real time for participants to see and 
correct. The information also went through a hard- copy 
confirmation stage to double check for accuracy.

Tag Overview
The boxes (or "tags") at the bottom of each note indicate 
either an organization that contributed to that note or what 
question was asked to draw that information from the 
group. The questions asked can be found directly below:

Actively working 
on for the 

community of 
Africatown...

DOING

Would like or 
are planning 
to work on in 
the future...

PLANNING

What success 
in Africatown 
looks like to 

us...
SUCCESS

Would help 
bring healing to 
the Africatown 
community...

HEALING

What we 
perceive as 
Africatown's 
Strengths...

Strength

What we 
perceive as 
Africatown's 

Weaknesses...

Weakness

What we 
perceive as 
Africatown's 

Opportunities...

Opportunity

What we 
perceive as 
Africatown's 

Threats...
Threat

Organizations 
that lent to a 

note...

ABCP ACDC CDA CHESS

KMG MCTSAA MEJAC YMBC

Tell us about 
your 

organization...

WHO

Africatown 
Community 
Information About



A

To advocate & engage 
the community around 
environmental issues 

when Government fails 
to take action

MEJAC

Organized in 
order to improve 
the environment 

in africatown

MEJAC

Seeks the 
WHY to 

Industry in 
Africatown

MEJAC

Environmental 
Justice

MEJAC

A group of 
concerned 

individuals / 
members of the 

community

MEJAC

Formed a coalition 
to address inequity 
in Africatown when 

there was none.

MEJAC

"MEJAC" 
missing one 

word.. 
"county"

MEJAC

Reaches out to 
nearby areas  

around all of the 
Mobile County 
(like Prichard)

MEJAC

Builds 
relationships 

with the 
region

MEJAC

Addresses 
Environmental 

Racism

MEJAC

About 15 recurring 
members 

(depending on 
project, could be up 

to 50)

MEJAC

Traffic Control 
(law 

enforcement of 
speed limits)

MEJAC Tertiary Focus

Dealing with 
regional traffic 

patterns / freight 
movement

MEJAC Tertiary Focus

Port related 
heavy traffic 

coming through 
Africatown

MEJAC Tertiary Focus

Healthy  
Environment

MEJAC Primary Focus

Water 
Quality

MEJAC Primary Focus

Air 
Quality

MEJAC Primary Focus

Strengthening 
regulations 

around emission 
tolerance levels

MEJAC Primary Focus

Resident land 
ownership 

conservation

MEJAC Primary Focus

Enforcement 
of 

environmental 
laws

MEJAC Primary Focus

Economic 
development 

activity

MEJAC Secondary Focus

Eco tourism 
development

MEJAC Secondary Focus

Down 
zoning
MEJAC Secondary Focus

Improvement 
and defense 

of current 
housing stock
MEJAC Secondary Focus

Safe / clean 
water access 
/ recreation

MEJAC Secondary Focus

Ending 
industrial 

encroachment

MEJAC Secondary Focus

Noise 
Pollution

MEJAC Secondary Focus

A center 
piece to the 
community

MCTSAA

Comprised of 
seasoned, dedicated 
leaders who formally 
attended the training 

school, as well as, non- 
alumni.

MCTSAA

The only 
institution that 

can validate black 
hall of famers 

from Africatown

MCTSAA

Aims to fulfill 
communities 
basic needs

MCTSAA

Have been 
cleaning up, fixing 

up, helping the 
community for 40 

years.

ACDC

A continuation of what 
those in the 

30s,40s,50s started – a 
unified community that 

helped one another 
with their various skills.

ACDC

Tries to 
condense 

duties
ACDC

501(c) (3) 
organization

ACDC

Advocates for the 
uplift and 

enhancement of the 
National Historic 

Landmark known as 
Africatown

ACDC

MCTS History 
Awareness / 
Preservation

MCTSAA Primary Focus

Africatown 
History & 

Brand 
Awareness

MCTSAA Primary Focus

Preserve 
Legacy

MCTSAA Primary Focus

Support the 
education of 

students at the 
middle school

MCTSAA Primary Focus

Offer 
scholarships

MCTSAA Primary Focus

Housing

MCTSAA Secondary Focus

Employment 
& Security

MCTSAA Secondary Focus

Food
MCTSAA Secondary Focus

Safety
MCTSAA Secondary Focus

YMBC

Rest
MCTSAA Secondary Focus

A Baptist 
Church

YMBC

Help 
community 

wherever we 
can

YMBC

100 each 
Sunday 
(during 

pandemic)
YMBC

75-150 each 
Sunday (pre 

pandemic) - 45 
cars in parking lot 

on average

YMBC

Formed 
1888

YMBC

Mostly 
senior 

citizens
YMBC

Mostly lived in 
Africatown at some 
point, but moved 

out and commute in 
for service

YMBC

Some 
currently live 
in Africatown

YMBC

Deacons

YMBC

Whoever 
will listen

YMBC

ACDC 
(recently not 
so much, due 

to issues)
YMBC

Africatown 
Heritage 

Preservation 
Foundation

YMBC

Blueway

YMBC

We speak 
life and act 
with love

ABCP

Ability to speak 
openly with other 

organizations 
(ACDC)

ABCP

Unified entry 
point into the 
community

ABCP

19 industries 
companies as 

members (minus 
the Weaver)

ABCP

Mutually 
Beneficial 

Relationships

ABCP

Foster 
Community 

(ABCP)
ABCP

Supports 
the 

community
ABCP

Relationship 
began in 

2014

ABCP

Businesses or 
industries that are 

located or 
operating in the 

general area

ABCP

$750 a year dues for 
meeting facilitation and 
community projects of 
mutual interest (vetted 

and voted on by the 
board)

ABCP

Alabama 
Power

ABCP

Alabama 
State Port 
Authority

ABCP

APM 
Terminals

ABCP

Canfor 
Southern 

Pine
ABCP

Center Point 
Terminal 
Company

ABCP

Chickasaw 
Container 
Services

ABCP

Chippewa 
Lakes, LLC

ABCP

Cooper 
T Smith
ABCP

Cowles, 
Murphy, 
Glover & 

Associates
ABCP

Gulf Coast 
Truck & 

Equipment
ABCP

H&S Commercial 
and Industrial 
Supplies and 

Services

ABCP

Kemira 
Chemical, 

Inc.
ABCP

Kimberly- 
Clark 

Corporation

ABCP

Mobile Area 
Water and 

Sewer Service

ABCP

Plains All 
American 
Pipeline

ABCP

Radcliff 
Economy 
Marine

ABCP

Rogers & 
Willard

ABCP

Southern 
Intermodal 

Express
ABCP

Relationship 
Based

ABCP

For the 
Community

ABCP Tourism

Tertiary Focus YMBC

History

Secondary Focus YMBC

Culture

Secondary Focus YMBC

Economy

Secondary Focus YMBC

Environment

Secondary Focus YMBC

Housing

ABCP ACDC CDA

Primary Focus YMBC

Organized to deal 
with hazardous 

situation 
surrounding the 

africatown 
community

CHESS

Environmental 
Justice

CHESS

Focus 
strictly on 
Africatown

CHESS

Formed 
2018

CHESS

Can't seem to get 
proactive because 
there is always a 

fight at hand

CHESS

Trade 
organization

KMG

100 
Members

KMG

Support 
port and 
industry

KMG

Created separate 
organization 
created for 
community 

engagement

KMG

Exchanges 
information 

geography cross 
with community

KMG

Gets community 
engaged as 

much as 
possible

KMG

$750-1000 
membership for 
business - free 
for community

KMG

Community 
can express 

concerns
KMG

Raises concerns 
such as breaking 

into cars - we 
need police

KMG

Formed 
2013

KMG

Formed 
2016

ABCP

Feels threatened by 
CHESS and MEJAC - 

Must defend 
anything that 

impairs on our 
footprint

KMG

A non- profit alliance honoring 
the historic and enduring role 
that the Port of Mobile and its 

related industries play in 
strengthening the Mobile- area 
and state economic prosperity 

and quality  of life.

KMG

Environmental 
Issues

CHESS Primary Focus

Zoning / 
Policy 

making
CHESS Primary Focus

Economic 
Development

CHESS Primary Focus

Revitalization

CDA Primary Focus

Education 
Scholarship

CDA Primary Focus

National and 
international 

recognition of the 
plight of the 110

CDA Primary Focus

Sale or gifiting of 
land The Meaher 
family currently 

owns in 
Africatown

CDA Primary Focus

Tourism

CDA Secondary Focus

Fundraising 
Acceptance for 

Clotilda decedent 
initiatives

CDA Secondary Focus

Protect our 
industry (those 

that benefit 
from the port)

KMG Primary Focus

Express/advocate 
for/against 

regulation that 
may impede our 

industry

KMG Primary Focus

Maintain the 
playing field in 
which we have 

been operating in 
for decades

KMG Primary Focus

Housing 
Upkeep

ABCP Primary Focus

Blight 
Reduction

ABCP Primary Focus

Public water access 
via Three Mile Creek 

near the former 
Josephine Allen 
housing project

ABCP Primary Focus

Residential 
growth

ABCP Primary Focus

Supporting the 
Mobile County 

Training 
School

ABCP Primary Focus

Repairing and 
renovating homes 
and building new 

homes and 
supporting 
businesses

ABCP Primary Focus

 Media 
attention

CDA Tertiary Focus

Education

ABCP Secondary Focus

Restoration

ABCP Secondary Focus

Retail
ABCP Secondary Focus

Connecting 
People, Business 
Entities, to each 

others resources.

ABCP Secondary Focus

 Real property 
betterment through 

the removal of 
derelict or 

abandoned 
structures

ABCP Secondary Focus

Employment 
opportunity

ABCP Secondary Focus

Celebrating 
history

ABCP Secondary Focus

 Pedestrian and 
bike fortification 

along 
Africatown Blvd

ABCP Secondary Focus

Recognition

CDA Tertiary Focus

Serve as a 
communication / 

education tool for our 
membership - whats 

going on with the port, 
track UDC process, etc.

KMG Secondary Focus

Made up of 
members of the 
community and 
oriented toward 

helping Africatown

ABCP ACDC CHESS MCTSAA

WHO YMBC

There is a lot we 
don’t see, so we 
consult with the 

experts.

ACDC

Non- 
profit 

(ACDC)
ABCP

Joint organization of 
business and community  
join together to support 
the needs and ideas to 

support the mission of the 
community

ABCP

Organization 
of two parts: 
ACDC & ABCP

ABCP

Formed 
2013

MEJAC

5013c, Bi- 
laws, current 

990's

MEJAC

Certified 
Government 
Contractor

MEJAC

Not- for- Profit, 
tax- exempt, 

501c-3 
organization

MCTSAA

We are in the 
community. We 

know what people 
need because they 
tell us. We see it.

ACDC

A part of 
the 

Community
ACDC

Sustainability 
/ Planned 

future

MCTSAA Primary Focus

Engages, 
communicates, 

represents, organizes & 
takes action to resolve 

issues in Africatown

ACDC CHESS KMG MCTSAA

MEJAC WHO

Made of 
organizations of 

various time 
frames and focus

ABCP ACDC CHESS KMG

MEJAC WHO YMBC

Made of 
organizations of 

various types

ABCP ACDC MCTSAA MEJAC

WHO YMBC

Made of 
organizations of 

various members, 
partners, & 

stakeholders

ABCP KMG MEJAC WHO

YMBC

Built upon 
both local & 

regional 
relationships

ABCP ACDC MEJAC WHO

Operates 
with 

membership 
dues

ABCP KMG WHO

Built upon the 
leadership and 
experiences of 

Yorktown church

MEJAC

Community 
& Culture

Environment & Infrastructure
Economy & 

Business
EducationHealth & Well- being

History & 
Heritage

Celebrating 
culture

ABCP Secondary Focus

Warmth

MCTSAA Secondary Focus

Environment & Infrastructure Economy & Business Education
History & 
Heritage

Economic 
Development

ABCP CHESS Primary Focus

Support 
middle 
school 

students
MCTSAA Primary Focus

Protection of 
existing 

industrial 
operations

KMG Primary Focus

Support for 
Mobile County 

Training 
School

ABCP Primary Focus

Provide 
access to 

higher 
education

CDA MCTSAA Primary Focus

Housing 
revitalization 

& upkeep

ABCP ACDC CDA

Primary Focus YMBC

Planning, 
Zoning & 

Policy

CHESS MCTSAA

Primary Focus

Environmental 
protection for 

residential 
health

CHESS MEJAC Primary Focus

Public 
water 
access

ABCP Primary Focus

Residential 
land 

ownership
CDA MEJAC Primary Focus

Historical 
preservation, 
awareness & 
recognition

CDA MCTSAA Primary Focus

Safe public 
water 
access

MEJAC Secondary Focus

Human 
Needs

MCTSAA Secondary Focus

Water
MCTSAA Secondary Focus

Economic 
Development

ABCP CDA MCTSAA MEJAC

Secondary Focus YMBC

Education

ABCP Secondary Focus

Culture

ABCP Secondary Focus YMBC

Environmental 
Safety

ABCP KMG MCTSAA MEJAC

Secondary Focus YMBC

Telling and 
celebrating 
Africatown's 

history

ABCP CDA Secondary Focus

YMBC

Residential 
housing 

improvement 
and defense

ABCP MCTSAA MEJAC

Secondary Focus

Environment & 
Infrastructure

Economy & 
Business

History & 
Heritage

Tourism

Tertiary Focus YMBC

Traffic
MEJAC Tertiary Focus

Attention & 
Recognition

CDA Tertiary Focus

Quality 
of life

MEJAC Primary Focus

Health of 
residents (due to 

historically 
unhealthy 
conditions)

MEJAC Primary Focus

Food
Primary Focus YMBC

Health
Primary Focus YMBC

Conversion of the 
old Scott Credit 

Union Building in 
Africatown to a 

Business Center and 
Food Bank

ABCP Primary Focus

Meeting 
urgent needs 

of the 
residents

ABCP Primary Focus

Direct aid 
services

MCTSAA Primary Focus

Health & Well- being

Access to 
fresh food

ABCP Primary Focus YMBC

Access to health 
and well- being 

services

ABCP MCTSAA Primary Focus

YMBC

Residential 
grocery

ABCP Primary Focus

Public 
participation in 
local / regional / 

state decision 
making

MEJAC Primary Focus

Collaboration - Want 
to see one big table 
so info can be freely 

shared among all 
stakeholders

MEJAC Primary Focus

Engagement 
between city, 
industry, and 

residents
MEJAC Primary Focus

Unity
ABCP ACDC Primary Focus

Community & 
Relationships

Primary Focus YMBC

Acknowledgement 
from the Meaher 

family of 
wrongdoing by 

Timothy Meaher

CDA Primary Focus

Communication 
with neighbors, 

particularly 
Africatown

KMG Primary Focus

Info / 
Communication 

Resource

ABCP Primary Focus

Facilitate 
Community 

Strategy
ABCP Primary Focus

Community / 
Business / 
Industry 
Relations

ABCP Primary Focus

Community & Culture

Inclusiveness, 
Engagement, & 
Collaboration

ABCP KMG MEJAC

Primary Focus

Relationships 
& Relations

ABCP Primary Focus YMBC

Forgiveness

CDA Primary Focus

Unity
ABCP ACDC Primary Focus

What we stand for

Who We Are 
& Our Focuses

Who we are made of How we are built Our Focuses as an Organization
Primary Focuses

Our Focuses as an Organization
Secondary Focuses

Our Focuses as an Organization
Tertiary Focuses

1 2

B

1 2 3

C

1 2

D

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

E

1 2 3

F



Would like 
progress on 
plans for a 

Public Library
MEJAC

Seeks to know why 
the city is trying to 

put hazardous 
activities across the 

street

MEJAC

Water 
conservation

MEJAC

Transportation 
/ 

Infrastructure

MEJAC

Would like traffic 
light reinstalled 
on Africatown 

Boulevard

MEJAC

Dredging

MEJAC

I-10 
Bridge

MEJAC

Would like ALDOT to 
work on changes in 

traffic patterns 
needed (cross walks 

w/ touch buttons)

MEJAC

Air quality 
monitors

MEJAC

Bay bridge expansion - 
public record is missing 

from ALDOT / Montgomery 
- Needed a city champion 

to ensure this work was not 
harming Africatown 
business / residents

MEJAC

Business along baybridge 
road were destroyed and 
not replaced. (can't find 

records to see if that was 
detailed / stated / allowed).. 

No way to hold a case 
against without record.

MEJAC

Able to get around 
Africatown by foot - 
Takes coordination 
from City of Mobile

MEJAC

Correct 
future land 

use map
MEJAC

Community nor the 
Steering committee 
never saw the final 

Land Use product to 
approve it.

MEJAC

Ensure no intention 
to add more 

industrial zoned 
property in place of 

residential

MEJAC

Ensure no over 
zoning of the area 

in a way that 
limits local 
business

MEJAC

Ensure Air Quality 
permits are 
enforced (Al 

power, chemical 
plants, etc.)

MEJAC

Illegal 
amounts of air 
pollution being 

released.

MEJAC

Ensure 
industries are 

abiding by 
the law

MEJAC

Encourage 
industry to 

contribute back to 
the community in 
meaningful ways

MEJAC

Homes renovated 
and owned by 
residents (not 
corporations)

MEJAC

Residents 
grandfathered in 
when/if taxes go 

up due to 
development

MEJAC

Properly 
paved 
streets

MEJAC

Follow through / 
inform africatown 
on commitments 
via fair housing 

plan

MEJAC

Community 
engagement 
w/ clear title 

program
MEJAC

Assistance in 
getting state 
level housing 

funds
MEJAC

Help at 429 chin 
street - build a 
home - and live 
in it for a month

MEJAC

Document inconsistency and 
inequitably of City actions in 

Africatown (zoning code, blight 
removal, high weeds and grass 

crews, enforcement of noise 
ordinance, maintenance of 
protection buffers, industry 

activities on residential property, 
traffic enforcement)

MEJAC

Raises 
concerns 

with ALDOT
MEJAC

Gathers 
environmental 

impact 
statements

MEJAC

Mobility & 
Infrastructure

MEJAC

Housing

MEJAC

Housing

MEJAC

Influx of 
housing in 
the plateau 

area
MCTSAA

Affordable 
housing

MCTSAA

Grandfather 
elders in to 

ensure 
gentrification 

doesn’t happen

MCTSAA

Properties 
upgraded 

without taxing 
residents out.

MCTSAA

Strives to 
replenish and 

restore this 
community

ACDC

Ensures the 
community is 
apart of the 

Africatown (land- 
use?) plan

ACDC

Worked with people 
in Montgomery and 

local industry to 
plan for and fund re- 
roofing at no cost to 

homeowners

ACDC

Working with 
city / land bank 

to reclaim 
blighted land.

ACDC

Works to set an 
appropriate boundary 

for industry – not to 
drive them completely 
out. They have a role 

here too.

ACDC

Land 
Use

ACDC

Needs to 
concentrate on 
getting people 

qualified for new 
homes

ACDC

Land in happy hill to be 
developed  - gated 

community, shopping, 
senior center, medical 
facility.. named after 

cudjo lewis.

ACDC

Overhaul and grow the 
community – vacant 
houses renovated 

(maintaining historical 
relevance/designation)

ACDC

Would like 
a peter lee 

park
ACDC

Work on 
housing

ABCP

Greenway

ABCP

Residential 
growth

ABCP

Have studied the 
housing stock and 

discussed with 
Cleon Jones ways to 

improve the 
neighborhoods

ABCP

Supporting the priorities of the 
ACDC to reduce blight, repair, 

restor and beautify homes, 
support the Mobile County 

Training School, meet  urgent 
community needs as they arise, 
celebrate the history and culture 

 of the Community

ABCP

Supported 
Strengthen 

Alabama Homes 
initiative

ABCP

Supports ACDC in 
repairing roofs and 
general home up 

keep for those who 
cannot themselves

ABCP

Historic 
houses 

renovated

Helping with 
property 
transfer 

approvals to 
the city

Dealing with things that 
have been thrust upon the 

community, such as the 
highway across the delta - 
looking into "how this will 

impact the Africatown 
community"

CHESS

Trying to work with 
politicians to look 
into what's going 

wrong and to 
change those laws.

CHESS

Trying to get 
communication 
going with those 

negatively effecting 
the community

CHESS

Looking into 
those who owns 

land around 
Africatown

CHESS

Trying to remedy a 
traffic light removal 
situation that has 
lead to someone 

getting hit.

CHESS

Advocates for a 
reduction in speed 

along Bay bridge road. 
Met with ALDOT - They 

promised - but 
discussions dropped.

CHESS

 Advocates 
to City 
Council

CHESS

Advocates 
to ADEM

CHESS

Advocates 
to Core of 
Engineers

CHESS

Expresses concerns 
when things like 
explosives set off 

early in the morning

CHESS

Would like to distribute 
dangerous chemical 
handling books to 

schools, churches, etc. 
"How to evacuate"

CHESS

Get 
environmental 

monitors

CHESS

Reduce pollution 
to make 

Africatown a more 
pleasant place to 

visit and live

CHESS

Carry delta level 
of protection to 
Africatown area

CHESS

Tap the history of 
africatown to 

address 
environmental and 

infrastructure issues

CHESS

Working with 
environmental 

groups to provide 
environmental 
training (water 

testing)

CHESS

No industrial 
expansion 

plans

ABCP

Renovated 
homes

CHESS

Side walks where personal 
lots come all the way to the 

street - Worked out with 
individual home owners via 

meetings w/ residents

CHESS

More 
family 

housing
CHESS

Residential 
& Housing

CHESS

Land 
trust

CHESS

Walkable 
community

ABCP

Youth ability 
to move 

around freely

ABCP

Locals leaving 
and walking 

to/from work

ABCP

Connected 
Community to 

larger community 
(city,county).

ABCP

New 
affordable 

homes
ABCP

Redevelopment 
of the Josephine 

Allen housing 
project

ABCP

Vibrant 
housing

ABCP

Continued 
removal of 

derelict or tax 
delinquent 
buildings

ABCP

Pedestrian and 
bike fortification 

along 
Africatown Blvd

ABCP

Mobility

ABCP

Quality 
Housing
ABCP

Better 
Housing
CDA

Initiatives 
that drive 
residential 

infill
ABCP

Access to 
Housing 
Services 
partners

ABCP

Access to 
affordable 

homeownership 
opportunities

ABCP

Assist for first- time 
home- buyers in  

terms of identifying 
mortgage products 
and down- payment 

assistance

ABCP

Information 
on low 

interest loans

ABCP

Information on 
neighborhood 

revitalization and 
housing 

preservation grants

ABCP

Access to 
housing 

services & 
resources

ABCP

Housing 
clean up

KMG

Landscaping 
clean up

KMG

Industrial 
development 
opposed by 

CHESS
KMG

Helped work 
toward a 

variance for 
Farmers Market

KMG

Supports City of 
Mobile 

revitalization plan 
to beautify the 
neighborhood.

ABCP

Paint 
Project

ABCP

Participated 
in clean up 

days

ABCP

Works with 
city engineer 

on paving 
roads

ABCP

Increase environmental 
protections ensuring 

industries are in 
compliance and are not 

infringing on nearby 
business and residence

ABCP CHESS MEJAC

PLANNING

Leverage Africatowns 
history, industry, and 

government to address 
environmental and 

infrastructure issues

CHESS MEJAC PLANNING

To be aware of 
potential or 

currently harmful 
situations to the 

community

CHESS MEJAC PLANNING

Housing 
Recovery

MCTSAA

An increased supply 
of affordable 

housing that does 
not tax out residents

CHESS KMG MCTSAA MEJAC

SUCCESS

An increase supply 
of affordable and 
vibrant housing 

stock

ABCP CDA CHESS MCTSAA

MEJAC SUCCESS

Basic 
housing 

needs met
KMG

A walk- able 
neighborhood

ABCP CHESS MEJAC

SUCCESS

Quality streets 
connected to  
surrounding 

areas

ABCP MEJAC SUCCESS

Access to affordable 
home ownership 
opportunities & 

services

ABCP CHESS HEALING

MEJAC

Working to 
restore and 

revitalize the 
housing stock
ABCP ACDC DOING KMG

Advocating for 
improved roads 
or the reduction 
of the impacts of
roads & bridges

ABCP CHESS DOING MEJAC

Working to 
increase 

proper private 
land use

ACDC DOING KMG

Supports City of 
Mobile revitalization 

plan to protect 
residential 
boundaries

ABCP

Working and 
supporting efforts 
to beautify public 

land

ABCP DOING KMG

Supports City of 
Mobile 

revitalization plan 
to attract 
residents

ABCP

Communicating 
and advocating 

about the 
conservation of 

nearby waterways

DOING MEJAC

Raises 
concerns with 
the city UDC / 
zoning code

MEJAC

Pushes 
Africatown plan - 

no more intrusion 
of hazardous  

industry

MEJAC

Involved in 
UDC code 
creation / 
approval

MEJAC

Monitoring and 
advocating against 

improper private land 
use and/or protecting 
residential boundaries

ABCP ACDC CHESS DOING

KMG MEJAC

Acquired space for the 
facilitation of citizens 

getting assistance from 
partners and 

assistance 
organizations.

ACDC

Working to 
provide space for 

partners to 
provide citizen 

assistance

ACDC DOING

Communicates to 
members about 

plans, threats, and 
impacts of activity in 

Africatown

MEJAC

Communicates to 
members about 

Current Land Use 
concerns (fires, 
properties near 

industry)

MEJAC

Communicates 
to members 

about impacts 
of I-10 bridge

MEJAC

Communicates 
to members 

about waterway 
management

MEJAC

Communicates to 
members about 
transportation 

plans

MEJAC

Communicates 
to members 

about pollution 
sources

MEJAC

Communicates to 
members about 

zoning code 
developments

MEJAC

Involved in 
the Oil 

Storage Tank 
debate

ABCP

Renovate vacant houses 
and targeted sites in order 

to attract new residents 
and supplement the filling 

of homes by helping 
unqualified citizens 
become qualified

ABCP ACDC PLANNING

Develop public 
access areas 
and facilities

ABCP ACDC MEJAC

PLANNING

Advocate for the 
addition of traffic 
and pedestrian 

related 
infrastructure 

solutions

MEJAC PLANNING

Hunting & 
Fishing 
Areas

MEJAC Strength

Wildlife

MEJAC Strength

When the gas company 
makes progress (2014) on 

what they want, but 
citizens do not so the same 

progress; it is not a good 
feeling for local residents

MEJAC Weakness

Certain people not asked / 
allowed to speak during 

gas line discussions, which 
resulted in approval of it 
going through the school 

yard

MEJAC Weakness

Sand, dust, and 
debris is a problem 
for nearby residents 
(Kimberly Clark, Jose 

Weaver, Vulcan 
[Chin st])

MEJAC Weakness

Lacks 
street 

sweeping
MCTSAA Weakness

Low 
quality 
roads

MCTSAA Weakness

Zipcode 
seems 

scattered
MCTSAA Weakness

Blight - Poor 
housing 
quality

ACDC Weakness

Natural resources – the 
River. There is no limit 
to what can happen on 
the river. Barges from 

community to the 
Clatilda

ACDC Strength

Abandoned 
properties

CDA Weakness

Homes

CDA Weakness

Surrounding 
Industry

CDA Weakness

Blight
ABCP Weakness

Area 
condition

ABCP Weakness

Beautiful 
Natural 

Environment

ABCP Strength

Rail/Interstate

ABCP Strength

Waterways 
(Access for 
People and 

Industry)
ABCP Strength

Proximity 
to water

ABCP MCTSAA Opportunity

Strength

Proximity 
to natural 

assets
ABCP Strength

Location

ABCP Strength

No 
environmental 

monitors

CHESS Weakness

Infrastructure 
lacking - 

Sidewalks

CHESS Weakness

Housing

Weakness YMBC

Favoritism of 
industry needs 
over those of 

residents 
/community

MEJAC Weakness

A location that provides 
opportunities to access 

 woodlands, 
waterways, and other 

natural resources

ABCP ACDC MEJAC

Opportunity Strength

Cars in 
yards

MCTSAA Weakness

Favoritism of industry over 
community and a lack of 
environmental monitors 
giving way to industrial 

encroachment / negative 
side effects

CDA CHESS MEJAC

Weakness

Housing abandonment, 
blight, and a lack of 

enforcement bringing 
about a multitude of 

eyesores keeping the area's 
condition in decline

ABCP ACDC CDA MCTSAA

Weakness YMBC

Lacking basic city 
infrastructure 

maintenance and 
development

CHESS MCTSAA Weakness

Roofing

MEJAC Opportunity

Habitat

MEJAC Opportunity

Residential 
Neighborhoods 

in place of 
vacant land

MEJAC Opportunity

Josephine 
Allen

MEJAC Opportunity

Revitalized 
Housing

MEJAC Opportunity

Affordable 
Homes

MEJAC Opportunity

Drag 
racing

MEJAC Threat

High traffic Speed 
- Traffic lights use 
to be present but 

have been 
disconnected

MEJAC Threat

Industry is 
chasing out 

the residents

MEJAC Threat

Toll bridge 
(more heavy 

traffic)

MEJAC Threat

Industrial 
Expansion

MEJAC Threat

Industrial 
Pollution 

(long- term 
health)

MEJAC Threat

Infrastructure 
failure (2 waste 
water treatment 

facilities)

MEJAC Threat

Political 
philosophy that 
puts economic 

growth over 
public health

MEJAC Threat

Emergency weather 
situations - 

Africatown is used 
as a storage for 

hazardous materials

MEJAC Threat

Growth of 
Baldwin County 

(increased 
commuter traffic)

MEJAC Threat

Housing

MCTSAA Opportunity

Residents have been 
denied a permit to 
build on a vacant 
lots, even though 
they own the lot

MCTSAA Threat

Not being 
able to tap 

into the 
sewer system

MCTSAA Threat

Not 
enough 
parking

MCTSAA Threat

Wiring not 
up to 
code

MCTSAA Threat

New High 
ways / bridge 
- traffic, tolls

MCTSAA Threat

Dredging

MCTSAA Threat

How land is 
being kept 
and being 

used.
MCTSAA Threat

Rebuilding 
of housing 

stock
KMG Opportunity

Blight program to 
play a role in the 
improvement of 

the appearance of 
the housing stock

KMG Opportunity

Mid- moderate income 
households ended up 
jumping up too high 
and the people were 
not qualified – had to 

leave.

ACDC Threat

Ageing community – until 
we can rebuild. There are 
many that want to come 

back. If we had houses for 
them, they would come 
back. In this regard, the 
fight doesn’t just come 

from outside, but inside.

ACDC Threat

Deeds are not 
handed down / 

passed on because 
they feel they will 
get money for it.

ACDC Threat

Blight
ABCP CDA Threat

Housing

ABCP Opportunity

Private foundation 
grants for housing 
assistance. Track 
opportunities:  

GrantWatch.com

ABCP Opportunity

New 
homes

CDA Opportunity

 Industrial 
encroachment

CDA Threat

Toxic 
environment due 

to industries in 
the area

CDA Threat

Storage tank 
placement in 

happy hills area - 
hidden by 
politicians

CHESS Threat

Vacant 
Houses

Opportunity YMBC

Blighted 
Houses

Opportunity YMBC

Water- way 
pollution 

(fishing and 
crabbing)

Threat YMBC

Nearby 
dredging / 
dumping.. 
killed fish

Threat YMBC

Contaminates 
/ hazardous 

material

Threat YMBC

Traffic 
(especially 

trucks)
Threat YMBC

Coming 
Dredging
Threat YMBC

Toll Bridge will 
divert traffic 

through 
Africatown

Threat YMBC

Programs and services 
that assists with the 

redevelopment of the 
current housing stock

ABCP KMG MEJAC

Opportunity YMBC

New 
Affordable 

Housing Units

ABCP CDA MCTSAA MEJAC

Opportunity

Current houses 
are unfit for living 

and there is 
difficulty in 

building new ones

MCTSAA Threat

Host of deferred 
maintenance 

problems with 
houses

ABCP ACDC CDA MCTSAA

Threat

Some residents have been 
pushed out of the 

neighborhood due to 
housing costs while others, 

instead of willing down, 
wait for the right valuation 

to sell

ACDC Threat

Long- term port 
infrastructure 

plans may have 
large (long- term) 

impact

MCTSAA Threat YMBC

The current and 
future plans for 

roadways may place 
traffic right in 

Africatown

MCTSAA MEJAC Threat

YMBC

Current Africatown 
layout is unconducive 
to pedestrian traffic 

and vehicular parking

MCTSAA MEJAC Threat

YMBC

Drag racing on 
papermill road is 

a threat to the 
public safety and 
the environment.

MEJAC Threat

Abundance of toxic 
chemicals and 
heavy- metals 

potentially polluting 
the areas land and 

waterways

CDA MEJAC Threat YMBC

Government approved past 
and potential future of 
industrial growth into, 
effects on, and use of 

residential areas

CDA CHESS MCTSAA MEJAC

Threat

Not enough police 
patrolling – they 
come out, racing 
stops, but then 
starts back up.

MCTSAA Weakness

Paper mill 
road – racing. 

Leaving 
trash.

MCTSAA Weakness

Vandalism 
in the 

community
CDA Weakness

Lacks patrols 
to slow traffic 
on blvd from 

highway
CHESS Weakness

Lack of patrols 
and 

enforcement of 
law

CDA CHESS MCTSAA

Weakness

Launch right- of- way 
clean- up program to 
improve appearance 

of major road and 
gateway areas

Secure 
easement/right- of- 
way or other public 
access to Three Mile 

Creek, Chickasaw 
Creek, Mobile River 

Evaluate 
floodplain 

designations 
and mitigation 
opportunities

Review and 
update city 
regulations 

Build public 
access to 

Three Mile 
Creek 

Participation 
with 

infrastructure 
changes 

Prepare housing 
inventory to 

identifyviable/n
onviable homes

Create multi- partner 
land acquisition 

strategy partnership 
update semi- 

annually

Begin 
acquisition and 

title clearing 
activities for 

specific projects

Provide 
information/training 
to homeowners on 
available housing 

rehabilitation 
programs

Hold 
community 

meetings with 
police, fire 

departments

Develop preliminary 
plans/costs and 

seek grant funds for 
streetscape/gateway 

improvements on 
Bay Bridge Road

Acquire land, seek 
developer and 

initiate 
affordable/senior 
housing project

Solicit 
Redevelopment 
Master Plan for 
Josephine Allen

Begin 
demolition of 

severely 
dilapidated 

homes 

Demolish 
vacant 

buildings on 
Josephine 
Allen site

Prepare 
wayfinding 

signage 
plan 

Install wayfinding 
signage on major 

streets and 
directional 

signage on I-165

Develop preliminary 
plans/costs and 

seek grant funds for 
streetscape 

improvements on 
Paper Mill Rd

Develop 
preliminary plans 

and seek funds 
for sidewalk 

improvements on 
local streets

Develop plans, bid 
and construct 

sidewalk 
improvements on 

local streets

Develop final 
plans, bid and 

construct 
streetscape 

enhancements on 
Bay Bridge Rd

Develop final 
plans, bid and 

construct 
streetscape 

enhancements on 
Paper Mill Road

Redevelop 
Josephine Allen 

site for mixeduse, 
mixed- housing 

MHB or developer 
LIHTC or HUD

Identify and 
improve vacant lots 

for community 
gardening, 

agriculture and/or 
public art

Environment & Infrastructure
Africatown Neighborhood Plan

Environment & Infrastructure
Land Use

Environment & Infrastructure
Public Space

Environment & Infrastructure
Housing

Environment & Infrastructure
Movement

Environment & Infrastructure
Policing / Enforcement
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Flourishing 
tourism

MEJAC

Beneficial 
businesses

MEJAC

Major 
Grocery 

Store
MEJAC

Service 
stations
MCTSAA MEJAC

Restaurants

MEJAC YMBC

Souvenir 
Shop

MEJAC

Local 
(africatown 

grown) business 
owners

MEJAC

Economic 
Success

MEJAC

Bed and 
Breakfasts

CHESS MEJAC

Tours
MEJAC

Economic 
development – 
investments in 
real estate and 

small businesses.

MCTSAA

Similar efforts as 
applied to Berkley 

area to springboard 
the Africatown 

community

MCTSAA

Places to shop / 
grocery stores 
(reduction in 
food desert)

MCTSAA

"If tourist come, 
there’s no 

where to buy a 
bottle of water"

MCTSAA

"Have to go 
outside of the 

community to get 
bread, water, etc"

MCTSAA

Hub zone - 
Defines an 
area that is 

under utilized
MCTSAA

Help 
rebuilding 

the 
community

MCTSAA

Jobs / 
Hiring

MCTSAA

 A thriving neighborhood – 
as it once was. Use to have 
post offices, stores, beaty 
shop, barbershops – had 
everything needed in the 

area.

MCTSAA

Self- 
Sustaining 
Economics

MCTSAA

Bring a training/trade 
school facility – not all 

have an affinity for 
academics.. but need 
skills to survive - to be 

able to complete in life.

ACDC

Africatown as a 
village again – 
self sustaining 

and unified.

ACDC

Post 
office

YMBC

Shopping

YMBC

Train youth 
who are not 
interested in 

college.
ABCP

Influence young 
peoples interest 
in local industry 

jobs

ABCP

Encourage young 
people to develop 

education 
towards industry

ABCP

Big Picture 
vision for 

future of area

ABCP

Business 
growth

ABCP

Opportunities 
for jobs

Make money from 
tourism for the 

Africatown 
community and 
Mobile county

CHESS

Economic 
Development 

Plan

CHESS

Has done tons of 
sticky note 

workshops, but 
lacks dollar's tied 

to concepts

CHESS

Need a 
tourism 

plan
CHESS

Tap the history 
/ tourism for 

economic 
benifits

CHESS

Long 
terms 
jobs

CHESS

Coffee, tea, 
donuts 
shop

CHESS

Convenience 
shop

CHESS YMBC

Beauty 
salon's / 

barber shops

CHESS

Mixed use 
development that 

includes commerce, 
new blvd (in place of 

bay bridge road), 
hotels, airBnB houses

CHESS

Community 
having 

opportunities to 
access investor 

funds

CHESS

Self 
Sufficiency

ABCP

Retail 
District

ABCP

Talent being 
utilized in jobs, 

tourism, business 
start- ups, etc.

ABCP

Entrepreneurship 
Ecosystem

ABCP

Places to 
go....retail, 
exercise, 
eats, etc.

ABCP

Mom and pop 
business and 

home owners in 
the community

ABCP

Get out of 
benefits of 

business and 
industry

ABCP

Residents 
making at 

least @ 
supply

ABCP

Job 
Security

ABCP

Vibrant 
retail

ABCP

Retail 
investment

ABCP

Sustainable growth 
of business for a 

better quality of life 
for all residents and 

businesses

ABCP

More economic 
opportunities for 

people who still live 
in the community. 

Especially for young 
people

CDA

Small 
business 

development

CDA

Back to a thriving, 
self- contained 

community with 
vibrant life- style and 

sense of family

CDA

Economic 
Opportunities 

& 
Development

CDA

Self- 
Sustaining 

Community
CDA MCTSAA YMBC

Bringing 
black owned 
businesses to 

the area.
CDA

Economic 
Assistance

CDA

Access 
to banks

ABCP

Access to 
financial 
literacy

ABCP

Access to 
financial 
services

ABCP

Planning to develop 
the economic state 

of the area in 
preparation for an 
expected tourism 

boom

CHESS MCTSAA PLANNING

Aiming to grow 
Africatown's 

economy and their 
profits by drawing in 
outside customers

ABCP CHESS PLANNING

Proposing ideas that 
enables Africatown 

to funnel the 
community toward 
existing local jobs

ABCP ACDC MCTSAA

PLANNING

Putting resources 
in to capitalize on 

Africatown's 
History

MCTSAA

Aiming to be 
a world- class 
destination

CHESS

The community 
benefiting from a 

flourishing economy 
of local business

ABCP CDA CHESS KMG

MCTSAA MEJAC SUCCESS

YMBC

A self- sustaining ecosystem 
of locally owned businesses 

that provide essential 
goods and services to 

residents

ABCP ACDC CDA CHESS

MCTSAA MEJAC SUCCESS

YMBC

More locally owned 
businesses that 

provide goods and 
services to guests

ABCP CHESS MCTSAA

MEJAC SUCCESS

Basic 
economic 
needs met

KMG

Basic 
employment 
needs met

KMG

Assistance in 
accessing funding 

and financial 
services for 

residents and local 
business

ABCP CDA CHESS HEALING

Communicates to 
members about 

Africatown 
economic 

development

MEJAC

Informs 
community of 
standards in 

which business 
operates

ABCP

Communicating 
about business 
standards and 

economic 
development

ABCP DOING MEJAC

Recognizes the 
contributions made that 

strive to secure investment 
for the people to survive; to 

restore Africatown to a 
place where they can work, 

live and thrive as do all 
Americans.

MCTSAA

Working to make 
the area more 
conducive to 
business and 

tourism

ABCP DOING

Worked with Auburn University 
School of Industrial and Graphic 

Design to discuss ways to engage 
SIGD in big picture development 
of Africatown including signage, 
wayfinding, traffic flow, visioning 

etc.

ABCP

Recognizing 
contributions to the 

Africatown economic 
ecosystem that help 

the community thrive

DOING MCTSAA

Economic 
Opportunities

MEJAC Weakness

Lack of 
Growth

MEJAC Weakness

Lacks jobs and economic 
stimulus – don’t want a 
hand out – want to fish 

ourselves and for 
generations - Need help 

learning how to fish

MCTSAA Weakness

Cost of home 
insurance too 

high

MCTSAA Weakness

Lacks 
business 

within the 
commnity

KMG Weakness

Lacks service 
business: 

retail, food, 
etc

KMG Weakness

Reduced 
quality of life 
due to lack of 

business
KMG Weakness

Lack of business 
in the community 
- use to have 17 
mom and pop 

businesses.

ACDC Weakness

The industry 
use to be a 

strength

ACDC Strength

Lack of job 
opportunities

CDA Weakness

Crime
CDA Weakness

Lacks 
hotels / 
hooks

CHESS Weakness

Lack of 
Income

Weakness YMBC

Industry

Weakness YMBC

Poverty

Weakness YMBC

Failure to meet 
basic needs 

(food, housing 
safety)

CDA MCTSAA Weakness

YMBC

Desolate 
commerce is 

scattered across 
the community

ACDC CHESS KMG

Weakness

Hopelessness about 
self and community 

stems from no 
available economic 

routes to pursue

CDA KMG MCTSAA MEJAC

Weakness YMBC

Diminishing 
Industrial 
Benefits

ACDC Strength

Cultural 
destination

MEJAC Opportunity

Green 
industry / 

jobs
MEJAC Opportunity

Resturants

MEJAC Opportunity

Bed and 
Breakfasts

MEJAC Opportunity

Race track on 
papermill road 

(officialize interest 
in racing)

MCTSAA Opportunity

More traffic = 
Vehicle 
service 
stations

MCTSAA Opportunity

Hindrances 
to investors 
building and 

moving in
MCTSAA Threat

Fruit 
stand was 
a problem
MCTSAA Threat

Capitalize on 
Clotilda to 

better tell the 
Africatown story

KMG Opportunity

Too much 
growth

ABCP Threat

Worldwide attention that 
has brought in people and 

groups with their own 
agenda and no real 

commitment to the needs 
of the Community

ABCP Threat

Business 
Development

ABCP Opportunity

Regulation 
relief for 

small 
businesses

ABCP Opportunity

Emergency 
Preparedness

ABCP Opportunity

Private foundation 
grants for economic 

development 
assistance. Track 
opportunities:  

GrantWatch.com

ABCP Opportunity

Retail/services

ABCP Opportunity

Renewed attention from local, 
national and global 

organizations and leaders to the 
rich history and culture of the 

area that will lead to  investment, 
restoration, and tourism that will 
allow this special  community to 

sustain itself into the future.

ABCP Opportunity

We gotta fix 
the inside, 

before tourism 
ramps up.

ACDC Opportunity

Movable market – 
could also bring 

other business like 
food trucks. They 

just need a location 
to setup.

ACDC Opportunity

Create jobs for 
and train locals 
for the coming 

tourism

ACDC Opportunity

Potential 
tourism

CDA Opportunity

Endless!!!

CDA Opportunity

Tourism

Opportunity YMBC

Leverage

Opportunity YMBC

Potential 
for 

Growth
Opportunity YMBC

Capitilize off of the 
increase traffic and 

longstanding 
fascination with 

drag racing.

ABCP MCTSAA Opportunity

YMBC

Access to opportunities 
for funding and 

business development 
services.

ABCP ACDC MEJAC

Opportunity

Extreme caution 
(to the point of 
paralysis) with 
outside groups 

looking to develop

ABCP MCTSAA Threat

Intentionally and 
strategically 
develop the 

tourism industry.

ABCP ACDC CDA KMG

MEJAC Opportunity YMBC

None

Economy & Business

Africatown 
Neighborhood Plan

Economy & Business
Economy

Economy & Business
Business

Economy & Business
Access & Assistance

Economy 
& Business
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Community wide 
newsletter (has 

been suggested to 
industry, but no 

progress)

MEJAC

Assists in finding 
answers to 

questions that 
residents bring up

MEJAC

Involvement 
in Blueway 

development 
process

MEJAC

To continue to 
operate on the 
will and wishes 
of the people

MEJAC

A growing / 
building legacy 

from generation 
to generation

MEJAC

City taking meaningful 
action to stop 

encroachment of industry 
on the community - hold 

them accountable, ensure 
following of 

guidelines/laws.

MEJAC

Stand up for 
/ Protect the 
community

MEJAC

City should take a 
hard look at what 
they will require 
of industries that 
are already here.

MEJAC

Halt perpetration / 
allowance of 

detrimental actions 
in/around/upon the 

community

MEJAC

Get 
together, be 

together.

MEJAC

Transparency

MCTSAA MEJAC

Leadership

CDA MEJAC

Reset africatown 
initiative w/ 
community 

involved

MEJAC

Things 
going on
MEJAC

Who's doing what, 
and how they are 
doing it. (who is 

operating 
illegally?)

MEJAC

A venue for 
information to be 

shared for all 
those present - 
One big table

MEJAC

Speak to adults 
of africatown as 

adults - stop 
playing games

MEJAC

Don't throw out 
numbers to fool 
people (roofing) - 

Lighting isn't 
satisfactory effort

MEJAC

Keeps members 
informed on 
everything 

happening in 
Africatown 
community

MEJAC

Resource 
Sharing

MCTSAA

Working 
with 

CHESS
MCTSAA

People do business with 
those whom they trust. 
People who can’t build 

trust, never do business. 
People don’t know who we 

are. We want to be 
relevant.

MCTSAA

Same 
advertisements at 
training school as 

Barton.

MCTSAA

All things concerning 
Africatown have 

reps from the area 
brought to the table.

MCTSAA

Show there is 
understanding from 
businesses that they 
are impacting actual 
people. Show they 

are considered.

MCTSAA

At same table, 
speaking same 

language.

MCTSAA

Involvement and 
inclusiveness at 

every level of 
strategy and 

decision making

MCTSAA

Outsiders should 
approach community 
by letting them know 

they are coming, 
wearing identification, 

and looking neat/clean.

MCTSAA

Inclusiveness

MCTSAA

Africatown / 
Training school in 

the know when 
things are 

permitted to build

MCTSAA

Trust
MCTSAA

Support

CHESS MCTSAA

Hope 
community 

center
MCTSAA

All the 
Churches

MCTSAA

Training 
School (Den, 

Cafeteria, Flag 
pole, Gym)

MCTSAA

Whitley 
Elementary

MCTSAA

Answers the door 
for members of the 
community. Helps 
with whatever they 
need – yard work, 

house painting, etc.

ACDC

Grow our 
organization

CDA

Grow our 
festival

CDA

Clotilda 
Performing 
Arts Center

CDA

Community 
outreach / 
workshops

YMBC

Any small 
victory

YMBC

Community 
back to 

what it was
YMBC

Sharing of 
resources

YMBC

Togetherness

ABCP YMBC

Community

YMBC

People not trying 
to leverage 
africatown 

community for 
their own benefit

MCTSAA

The 
community 
speaking for 
themselves

MCTSAA

Community 
on the 

same page
KMG

Establish 
understanding that 
the industry does 
not have a hidden, 
malicious agenda

KMG

Community 
organizations not 

undermining 
other community 

organizations

MCTSAA

A next generation, 
next leader, that 

can unify the 
community

KMG

Transparency

ABCP

Africatown 
Bridge 

Challenge 
(Run)

ABCP

Continued 
Communications

ABCP

Holds regular 
and special 
meetings

ABCP

Attempts to notify 
the community with 

non- emergency 
alerts; such as a 

coming loud noise.

ABCP

Updates it's 
members 
through a 
newsletter

ABCP

A unified 
approach by the 

community to 
reach goals

KMG

Have good 
relationship 

with 
community

KMG

Good 
partnerships 
- co- existence

KMG

Collaborates 
with 

Africatown 
blueways

CHESS

Establish 
communication 

with local 
industry

CHESS

Establish 
communication with 

local land owners 
such as the Meahers 

and Stimpsons

CHESS

Engagement 
process with 

governmental 
entities that can be 
graded / measured

CHESS

To be included 
in the decision 

making 
process

CHESS

Community Revitalization 
Plan - Suggest to look at 
the work that has been 

done there over the last 10 
years via CIP funding

CHESS

Welcomes 
opportunity for 

more community 
engagement

ABCP

Continue 
community 

engagement 
through business 

panel

ABCP

Continue letting 
community know 
more about what 

is happening

ABCP

Artwork that 
resembles 

Africa

CHESS

Happy hills 
with an afro- 
style design

CHESS

An African 
Village 

(perhaps by 
Union Baptist)

CHESS

Housing similar to 
what was originally 

here when the 
community was 

established (cudjo 
lewis style house)

CHESS

Architecture 
generated to 

speak to 
communal 

housing types

CHESS

Small houses 
converted into 

shops / museums 
(think Williamsberg, 
NY / historical sites 

around America)

CHESS

Historical programming at 
school to give pride - and 
expanded outside of the 
Africatown community to 

prominently African 
American schools

CHESS

Putting forth 
plans is 
always a 
struggle

CHESS

Keeping of 
promises (existing 

plans funded / 
completed / 

fulfilled)

CHESS

Neighborhood 
plan brought 
to council for 

approval

CHESS

Community being 
apart of all decisions 
being made by the 
tourism industry 
(not just briefed)

CHESS

Money, 
Not just 

talk
CHESS

Economic Justice 
(especially with 
publicly owned 

properties

CHESS

Protection for 
those who 
can't pay 

taxes
CHESS

Community 
empowered

CHESS

Engagement

CHESS

Structural 
Representation

CHESS

Follow 
Through

CHESS

Protection

CHESS MEJAC

A common 
cause/vision

ABCP

Alignment 
between 

community 
industry, mayor,  

council, etc.

ABCP

Have  
resources to 

move 
forward

ABCP

Alignment 
in 

Direction
ABCP

Problems 
Agreed 
upon

ABCP

A unified 
Community that 

works together on 
common goals

ABCP

A unified Community 
that works together to 
take advantage of the 

wonderful 
opportunities coming 

its way

ABCP

Unity
ABCP KMG

Culture

ABCP

When the Mayor and the 
city council of Africatown 

can come together with the 
residents and have a REAL 
conversation on how they 
feel about their leadership

CDA

Work on unifying 
the community 

around a 
common plan

ABCP

Determine 
how to bring 
stakeholders 

together
ABCP

Communication 
and compromise 

on all issues, 
residential and 

business

ABCP

Unity & 
Alignment

ABCP

Provides 
regular 

support to 
CDA

KMG

Provides regular 
support for 

community through 
Africatown 

organizations & 
initiatives

KMG

Provides regular 
support to Boys 

& girls club

KMG

Provides 
regular 

support to 
ACDC

KMG

Provides regular 
support for the 

Community 
Garden

KMG

Link between 
community 

and business

ABCP

Breaking 
Down 

Barriers
ABCP

Grow Industry 
Business 

Community 
Together

ABCP

Works with 
partners to 

improve
ABCP

Open 
Door 
Policy

ABCP

A contact entry 
point / 

communication 
channel

ABCP

Events that 
bring outside 

into the 
communty.

ABCP

Community 
engagement 
via the ABCP 

and the ACDC
ABCP

Bringing the 
community 

(residents) and 
businesses together 
for the good of the 

area

ABCP

Building win- win 
relationships between the 

residents and 
organizations of the 

Africatown Community and 
the surrounding 

businesses and  industries

ABCP

Building supporting 
relationships between 

area business and 
industries with 

Community residents

ABCP

Reached out 
directly to 

understand 
myths vs facts

ABCP

Developed 
relationships 

through meetings 
and tours

ABCP

Building 
understanding, 

trust and 
relationships

ABCP

Strengthen 
the 

community
ABCP

Expresses desire to 
have the community, 

industry, and business 
co- exist while 

protecting residential 
boundaries

ABCP

Strives to hear 
from and share 
with everyone in 

Africatown

ABCP

Engagement 
& 

Relationship 
Building

ABCP

Sponsored 
Africatown Bridge 

Challenge 
fundraisers in 
2017 and 2019

ABCP

Participated 
in MLK Day 

activities

ABCP

Kite festival (w/ 
NPS), taught how to 
make kites the old 
fashion way, fed 
lunch, gave tee 

shirts.

MCTSAA

Hosting fun & 
educational 

events

MCTSAA

Africatown 
Jazz 

festival
CDA

Resolved issue 
amicably with 
Kimberly- Clark

ABCP

Supported and 
attended 

Community 
Garden 

celebration events

ABCP

Africatown 
Agricultural 

Identity
ABCP

Agreement and 
alignment around 

problems, 
direction, and 

goals

ABCP KMG SUCCESS

Strong relationships 
and partnerships 

that share resources 
to move forward

ABCP KMG MEJAC SUCCESS

YMBC

Sharing in 
success

ABCP SUCCESS YMBC

Success in Prichard for 
friends, family, recreational 

activities - Africatown 
doesn't stop at Telegraph 
road - a table where both 
city's can come together

MEJAC

A home- grown 
cross- 

generational 
culture

ABCP CHESS MEJAC

SUCCESS

Empowerment

CHESS

Community 
protected

CHESS

Representation
that protects the 

community from a 
number of threats 

and unwanted plans

CHESS HEALING MCTSAA

MEJAC

The City of Mobile 
providing support and 
following through on 
desired and mutually 

agreed upon neighborhood 
improvements

CHESS HEALING MCTSAA

MEJAC

A person or body of people that 
are respected enough to 

represent a unified communities 
needs and desires in meaningful 

conversations and decision 
making

ABCP CDA CHESS HEALING

KMG MCTSAA MEJAC

Africatown empowered 
through inclusive 
engagement and 

involvement at decision 
making tables

CHESS HEALING MCTSAA

MEJAC

Effective communication 
and transparency that 

informs the community of 
all city involved 
development

ABCP HEALING KMG

MCTSAA MEJAC

The establishment 
of trust through 

respectful outreach, 
consideration, 

communication, and 
consistency

HEALING MCTSAA MEJAC

Regular 
check- in 

point
ABCP

Communication of 
what is happening in 

the future 
(@industry). (ABCP)

ABCP

Brings in 
help and 

knowledge
CHESS

Work with people 
and organizations 
looking to help in 
Africatown - Open 

membership style - 
All inclusive

CHESS

People approach 
to be plugged in - 
help where they 

can.

CHESS

Constantly getting 
information from  

other areas 
around the world 
and applying here

CHESS

World wide 
organization

CHESS

Meets 4 
times a 

year
KMG

Bringing in help, 
ideas, & 

inspiration from 
outside sources

CHESS DOING MEJAC

Continuously communicating 
through meetings, emails, and 

newsletters to notify the 
community about what's going 

on and whats coming up, as well 
as, to answer any questions 

residents may have

ABCP DOING KMG MEJAC

Supporting the 
community by 

collaborating with 
other organizations

ACDC CHESS DOING KMG

MCTSAA

Supporting the 
community by 

directly helping  
residents that are 
not members of 

their organization

ACDC DOING

Supports the 
community by 
participating in 

community events 
& inititives

ABCP DOING MEJAC

Spending 
time with 

youth
MCTSAA

Communicates 
to members 
about grant 

opportunities

MEJAC

Seeks to get 
funding for 

the 
community

ACDC

Worked on 
KPS plan in 
conjunction 
with the city

ACDC

Communicates to 
members about 

partnerships with 
research orgs, 
national/state 
government

MEJAC

Began to 
understand 

business and 
industry needs and 

came to 
compromise

ABCP

Engaging and strengthening the 
community by building 
understanding, trust, 

partnerships and relationships 
between the residents, 

businesses, government and 
industry stakeholders

ABCP DOING MCTSAA

MEJAC

Bringing transparency 
and dispelling rumors 

through open 
communication 

channels and listening 
sessions

ABCP DOING YMBC

Hosting events 
that further the 

well- being of the 
community

ABCP CDA DOING MCTSAA

Providing 
awareness of and 

access to space 
for community 

events

DOING MCTSAA

Communicates 
member 

feedback about 
City efficiency

MEJAC

Would like to be 
engaged and included 

in government decision 
making processes, 

reviews, and feedback 
loops

CHESS PLANNING

Would like to 
establish 

communication with 
local land owners 

and industry

CHESS MEJAC PLANNING

Would like to 
build/grow 

cultural centers, 
organizations, and 

festivals

CDA PLANNING

Further engage 
the community to 
stay attuned to it's 
wishes and keep 
them informed

ABCP MEJAC PLANNING

Character

CDA MEJAC Strength

Residents

MEJAC Strength

Community 
Connection

MEJAC Strength

Have not seen 
progress on plans 

to better the 
Africatown 
condition

MEJAC Weakness

Political 
representation

MEJAC Weakness

People 
interested in 

improving

MCTSAA Strength

Partnerships between orgs 
and persons all around the 
country that have seen the 

history and want to be 
apart – help in some way. 

Many have step forward to 
help.

MCTSAA Strength

Churches & 
the people – 
resilient and 
committed

MCTSAA Strength

Community 
members still 

own land

MCTSAA Strength

 Many people & 
organizations 
are working 

together

MCTSAA Strength

Dedicated 
leadership 

team
MCTSAA Strength

Number of people with 
resources willing to 

invest resources, within 
and without Africatown 

– just need a plan.

MCTSAA Strength

Organizational 
overlap – not 

enough coming 
together.

MCTSAA Weakness

Communication 
network within the 

community – everyone 
is “the voice of 

africatown” – need a 
unified voice.

MCTSAA Weakness

Area lacks corporate 
engagement – 

industry sponsored 
‘stuff’ – not even at 

the school.

MCTSAA Weakness

Kimberly Clark 
use to have a 

partnership with 
the training 

school.

MCTSAA Weakness

City writes the 
narratives of the 
community and 
pushes it down 
their throats.

MCTSAA Weakness

Conversations 
don’t happen 

with the whole 
community

MCTSAA Weakness

Need representation for 
taxation. When money is 
spent and things being 
done, there needs to be 

some voice. Which voice? 
Who does the city go to?

MCTSAA Weakness

Not enough 
communication 
between the city 
and community

MCTSAA Weakness

Inability to 
speak with a 
uniformed 

voice
KMG Weakness

Outsiders trying to 
have a say in how 

the community 
operates / aims for

KMG Weakness

Churches / 
Pastors can cause 
further competing 

factions

KMG Weakness

Competing 
interests effects 
how resources 
are allocated

KMG Weakness

Unrealistic ideas 
of what industry 

can provide, 
especially in these 
competitive times

KMG Weakness

Many organizations 
in Africatown with 
opinion, but few 

with input / 
contribution

ACDC Weakness

There are many 
people who can tell 
you what to do and 
how to do it, but are 

not willing to 
actually do it.

ACDC Weakness

The 
community is 
fragmented.

ACDC Weakness

The people - a close 
knit community that 
was self- serving. All 

protective of one 
another. Grew up 

loving one another.

ACDC Strength

Resiliency - 
Elders chose 

to stay

ACDC Strength

Today is different – 
you can reach out 
for help, and it’s 

there, but it must be 
facilitated.

ACDC Strength

 Little 
community 

support
CDA Weakness

Working 
in silos

ABCP Weakness

Infighting

ABCP Weakness

Lack of 
youth 

leadership
ABCP Weakness

Different 
factions have 

different 
visions

ABCP Weakness

Pride
ABCP Strength

Unique

ABCP Strength

Longevity 
in the 

community
ABCP Strength

New/Existing 
Community 

Hub

ABCP Strength

Good 
People

ABCP Strength

We look 
out for 
each

ABCP Strength

Working 
Community

ABCP Strength

Passion of 
individuals

ABCP Strength

Church

CDA Strength

Gatekeepers 
of the 

community

CDA Strength

Longtime 
residents

CDA Strength

Resilience

ABCP CDA Strength

Lacks 
funding

CHESS Weakness

Lacking a 
political 

champion
CHESS Weakness

Family
Strength YMBC

Churches

Strength YMBC

The 
People

Strength YMBC

Teamwork / 
Relationship 

between 
community and 

City

Weakness YMBC

Relationships 
between the 

People

Weakness YMBC

A resilient, prideful 
community that 

looks out for one 
another

ABCP ACDC CDA MCTSAA

MEJAC Strength

A unique, good, and 
passionate 

community of 
people interested in 

improvment

ABCP MCTSAA MEJAC

Strength YMBC

Many people and 
organizations 

connecting and 
working together for 

the community

ABCP ACDC CDA MCTSAA

MEJAC Strength YMBC

Rich 
culture

ABCP Strength

Lacking effective 
engagement / 

partnerships between 
the community and city 

government

CHESS MCTSAA MEJAC

Weakness YMBC

A fragmented community 
with differing visions and 
siloed efforts resulting in 
little community support 

(weakness)

ABCP ACDC CDA CHESS

KMG MCTSAA MEJAC YMBC

Lacking effective 
engagement / 

partnerships between 
the community and 

corporations / industry

KMG MCTSAA Weakness

Good leadership - 
working for the 

people - bringing 
us together

MEJAC Opportunity

Community 
itself

MEJAC Opportunity

Partnerships 
with local 

government to 
acquire grants

MEJAC Opportunity

Philanthropic 
Grants / 

Spending

MEJAC Opportunity

Hard to have 
sustainable 

relationship with 
changing of mayors 

/ commissioners

MCTSAA Threat

Community does 
not know what is 

being spent in 
their area

KMG Threat

Generational 
leadership 

gap

KMG Threat

Money flows in, 
lack of tracking of 
how that money 

is  spent / 
allocated

KMG Threat

Lack of 
transparency / 
oversight (or 

awareness of)

KMG Threat

Businesses 
as 

partners
KMG Opportunity

Expand on 
forging of better 

community 
relationships

KMG Opportunity

Some Africatown 
organizations not 
aligned with what 

the community 
says they want.

ACDC Threat

People coming back 
to Africatown 

because there is 
now something goin 

on / coming.

ACDC Threat

People who do not live in 
Africatown are presuming 

to speak for the community 
and influence the direction 
of Africatown. In order to 
represent someone, you 
should know something 

about them.

ACDC Threat

Those that are "for the 
community" are spread out 

across multiple 
organizations - which are 

all not aligned around 
community need.

ACDC Threat

Being proud to be 
of African decent 
is a trend that has 
picked up in the 

last 5 years.

ACDC Threat

Many Africatown 
organizations seem 

to only ask for 
funding for their 

organization - not 
the community

ACDC Threat

Outsiders / transplants 
causing division. Trying to 

shut everything down 
without knowing what they 
want. Have been known to 
bring petitions signed by 

200 outsiders into the city.

ACDC Threat

Finding of the 
Clatilda has brought 

many people with 
agendas that aren’t 

aligned to the 
community.

ACDC Threat

Everyone having their 
hands out to get paid 
because of talk about 

contamination is a 
detriment to the 

community as a whole.

ACDC Threat

Misaligned 
organizations having 
meetings downtown 
and imposing will on 

the community.

ACDC Threat

Disunity

ABCP Threat

Lack of 
cooperation 

between various 
interest groups

ABCP Threat

Infighting

ABCP Threat

Lack of 
youth 

leadership
ABCP Threat

Common 
Area

ABCP Opportunity

Growth

ABCP Opportunity

Private foundation 
grants for community 

development 
assistance. Track 
opportunities:  

GrantWatch.com

ABCP Opportunity

Modernized  
Communications

ABCP Opportunity

Bring everyone 
together - centered 
around a common 
agenda: fulfilling 
community need.

ACDC Opportunity

Investment in things 
that should have 
been given to this 
community years 

ago can help make 
this a vibrant place.

ACDC Opportunity

The community could 
be reaching out and 
helping elders when 
they need help with 
things like rent or a 

ramp for a wheelchair.

ACDC Opportunity

See the holistic 
value of 

community 
needs.

ACDC Opportunity

Community 
outreach for the 
men that hang 

out on Cherry St.

CDA Opportunity

Crime
CDA Threat

Aging 
population

CDA Threat

Identify a common 
agenda, and focus on 

directing investment to 
the community in ways 

that will yield the 
greatest impact

ACDC MEJAC Opportunity

Community outreach 
to ensure the inclusion 
of residents that aren't 
a part of the formalized 

organization.

ABCP CDA Opportunity

Divisivness 
makes it difficult 
to support the 

community

KMG Threat

Climate 
Change

MEJAC Threat

Outside actors 
against Oil and 

gas industry

KMG Threat

Outside 
people trying 
to leverage 
and benefit

KMG Threat

Industry 
being 

pushed out
ABCP Threat

People not 
realizing the 

value of 
industry

ABCP Threat

Outside activists 
encouraging 

community to 
fight industry

ABCP Threat

Divisiveness and a 
lack of leadership 

giving way to 
outsider influence

ABCP ACDC KMG MCTSAA

Threat

Generational 
challenges continue to 
be a problem without a 

working solution 
identified to satisfy the 

communities need.

CDA MEJAC Threat

Strained relationship 
between activists, outside 
actors, and local industry 

continuing tensions and in 
some cases halting 

progress

ABCP ACDC KMG Threat

Lack of 
understanding of 
who, where and 

how money is being 
invested into the 

community

ACDC KMG Threat

Centralized leadership 
within the community that 

is respected, 
knowledgeable and skillful 

enough to unify the 
community and improve 

communications.

ABCP MEJAC Opportunity

Development of  
community 

partnerships to 
share resources and 
accelerate growth.

ABCP KMG MEJAC

Opportunity

Population 
increase 

(overall and 
in schools)

MEJAC

Growing 
vibrant 

community
MEJAC

Attract 
kids to 

the area
MEJAC

Population 
Growth

MEJAC

Population 
Recovery

MCTSAA

People 
moving back 
into the area

ABCP MCTSAA

New home 
investments

ABCP

Sustainable growth 
of the community 
for a better quality 

of life for all 
residents and 

businesses

ABCP

Community 
Growth

ABCP

More residents  
learning, living, 
and enjoying in 

Africatown

ABCP MCTSAA MEJAC

SUCCESS

Provide 
training to 
community 

development 
organization

Develop 3-5 year 
strategic/work 

plan for 
revitalization 
partnership

Provide 
informational 
materials to 
residents on 

healthcare services 
and transportation 

assistance 

Launch 
beautification 

program in 
partnership with 
area industries

Renovate 
Hope 

Community 
Center and 

park

Convene meetings 
to recruit other 

public and private 
partners, create 

formal partnership 

Community & Culture
Community Support & Collaboration

Community & Culture
Communication & Information Sharing

Community 
& Culture

Community & Culture
Engagement & Relationships

Community & Culture
Unity

Community & Culture
Protection, Representation, & Support

Community & Culture
Identity & Character
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Community & Culture
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Neighborhood 
Plan



Revived 
community 

with a positive 
outlook

MEJAC

Reduction 
in 

industry
MEJAC

Locals Caring 
about 

community - 
cleaning up

MEJAC

More 
outdoor 
activities

MEJAC

Green 
spaces

MEJAC

Youth 
utilizing 

waterways
MEJAC

To thrive 
like a white 
community

MEJAC

Concerts / 
Amphitheater

MEJAC

Access!

MEJAC

Senior 
activities / 

involvement

MEJAC

Provide same 
type / quality park 

(Kidd park is a 
poor attempt)

MEJAC

Provide Senior 
Citizen activities / 

food programs 
(like in other parts 

of the city)

MEJAC

Provide assistance 
/ counseling 
programs for 

adults

MEJAC

Comprehensive 
city services

MEJAC

Community 
Well- being

MEJAC

Community 
Spaces

MEJAC

High 
quality of 

Life
MEJAC

Activities for 2 or 
more kids.. like 

snapping a 
football and 

running a pattern

MCTSAA

Recreation - 
Activities for 
youth and 

seniors. Especially 
in summer.

MCTSAA

Playgrounds, 
Paddle boarding, 

Jet skiing, 
canoeing, etc.

MCTSAA

Access to the 
water in a 

healthy way

MCTSAA

Local 
Activities

MCTSAA

Elderly homes / 
services – currently 

that service is 
provided by the 

Jones’s

ACDC

Covid 
Vaccine 
walk- in

YMBC

Food give- away 
once a month 

(During COVID, 
once per week)

YMBC

HIV, Rabies, 
Covid, 
Testing

YMBC

Mask give 
aways

YMBC

Health
YMBC

Food 
giveaway

YMBC

Anything that 
will further 
Africatown

YMBC

People 
showing up 

for 
vaccinations

YMBC

Food provided 
for over 100 
people each 

weekend

YMBC

Environment

YMBC

Removing 
some of the 

industry

YMBC

Self- fed 
community

YMBC

Cleaner 
environment 
(in regard to 

industry)
YMBC

Health
YMBC

Extension of the food bank to 
include a market place to sell 

Africantown resident generated 
goods including fresh produce 
from the Community Garden. 
(Zoning issues prohibited the 

market place from being realized 
to a disservice to the 

community.)

ABCP

Continued 
safe 

operations
KMG

Would like 
to see food 

desert 
issue fixed

Veterans 
home / 
senior 

housing
CHESS

Chippewa 
lake area 

usable
CHESS

Access to 
the water

CHESS

Swimming, 
fishing, 
boating, 

rentals, etc.
CHESS

Yacht 
club

CHESS

Recreational 
Activities 

(bird 
watching)

CHESS

Drug / 
rehabilitation 

center

CHESS

Blue way 
sites 

developed
CHESS

Programs 
& 

Activities
CHESS

Social 
Services

CHESS

Holistic 
family 

wellness
ABCP

Senior 
citizen 
home

ABCP

More 
agriculture/prod
uce to feed the 

community

ABCP

Elimination 
of food 
deserts

ABCP

Access to 
Three Mile 

Creek
ABCP

Work together to 
restore the 

Community and 
meet residents 

needs

ABCP

Self 
Sufficiency, 

Wellness, and 
Quality of Life
ABCP

Implementation 
of the 

Neighborhood 
Plan

CDA

Lower 
crime rate

CDA

No longer 
in a food 

desert
CDA

Accessible 
Food

CDA

Livable 
Conditions

CDA

Safe 
Place

CDA

A moving market that can 
be setup on any city 

property – An old vegetable 
truck that brings fresh 

foods to the different areas 
around the community

ACDC

Recreational 
Spaces & 
Facilities

MCTSAA MEJAC SUCCESS

Water 
Access

ABCP CHESS MCTSAA

MEJAC SUCCESS

Community 
Activities

MEJAC

Recreational 
Activities & 
Programs

CHESS MCTSAA MEJAC

SUCCESS

Basic food 
needs 
met

KMG

Basic 
safety 

needs met
KMG

Holistic wellness 
through access 

to equitable 
services

ABCP ACDC CHESS MEJAC

SUCCESS YMBC

Access to 
food within 

the area

ABCP CDA KMG SUCCESS

YMBC

A safe 
environment 
& community

CDA KMG MEJAC SUCCESS

YMBC

Equitable access to 
personal 

development, 
community leisure, 
and comprehensive 

city services

HEALING MEJAC

Conducted research 
in Montgomery and 

secured grant 
funding to expand 

the community 
garden

ACDC

Provides access 
to health 

preservation 
services

DOING YMBC

Provides 
access to 
fresh & 

healthy foods
ACDC DOING YMBC

Continue 
improving 

quality of life

ABCP

Improve quality of 
life by providing 
more accessible 
fresh produce 

locally

ABCP ACDC PLANNING

YMBC

Many homeless – 
sleeping in 
abandoned 

houses and on 
park benches.

ACDC Weakness

Food 
Desert
ACDC Weakness

No senior 
citizen 
home

ABCP Weakness

Health 
Issues

Weakness YMBC

Drug 
Issues

Weakness YMBC

A lack of health 
services  leading 

to an array of 
issues

ABCP ACDC Weakness

YMBC

A lack of 
healthy 
options

ACDC Weakness YMBC

Health 
Issues

Weakness YMBCPartner with 
health 

department to 
initiate regular 
mobile health 

screenings

Partner with City 
of Prichard to 

begin recruitment 
of healthcare 

provider in north 
Mobile area 

Increase access 
to fresh foods 

through mobile 
market, farmer’s 

market

Seeks to know why 
the city is trying to 

put hazardous 
activities across the 

street

MEJAC

Document inconsistency and 
inequitably of City actions in 

Africatown (zoning code, blight 
removal, high weeds and grass 

crews, enforcement of noise 
ordinance, maintenance of 
protection buffers, industry 

activities on residential property, 
traffic enforcement)

MEJAC

Looking into 
those who owns 

land around 
Africatown

CHESS

 Advocates 
to City 
Council

CHESS

Supports City of 
Mobile revitalization 

plan to protect 
residential 
boundaries

ABCP

Involved in 
UDC code 
creation / 
approval

MEJAC

Monitoring and 
advocating against 

improper private land 
use and/or protecting 
residential boundaries

ABCP ACDC CHESS DOING

KMG MEJAC

Communicates to 
members about 

plans, threats, and 
impacts of activity in 

Africatown

MEJAC

Health & Well- being
Health

Health 
& Well- being

Health & Well- being
Food

Health & Well- being
Recreation

Health & Well- being
Social Services
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School to 
have a 
band

MEJAC

Campus 
Electronic 
Billboard

MCTSAA

Educational 
programs with 

Mississippi State 
to produce 
renderings

MCTSAA

Speaking 
Engagements

MCTSAA

Bringing 
back the 

band
MCTSAA

Efforts in 
maintaining 
the school

MCTSAA

Looking 
forward to 
academic 

achievement
MCTSAA

Supporting, 
Maintaining 
& Enhancing 

MCTS
ABCP DOING KMG MCTSAA

Community university 
complex – education 

hold of history, 
transformational things 
in terms of the future. 
Teaching the young.

MCTSAA

Increased 
enrollment at 

the school

MCTSAA

Drawing of the 
districts that 

favors students 
attending the 

training school.

MCTSAA

Well- utilized 
educational 

facilities

MCTSAA

Explain level 
of regulation 

industry is 
held to

ABCP

Training 
school 

doing well

Training (in 
COVID era 
via Zoom)

CHESS

Invited emergency 
manager to talk 

about what to do 
during a hurricane 
(had no good info)

CHESS

Educate the public about 
what dangerous chemicals 
surround our community - 
what decisions are being 

made that may affect 
you/us.

CHESS

Review City 
ordinance 

changes - helps 
the public 
prepare.

CHESS

Programs for 
children to 

become exposed 
to new activites

CHESS

Partners coming 
in to teach how 
to boat, plant, 

etc.

CHESS

Partners 
coming in to 

talk about 
social issues

CHESS

Training School 
maintained in 

proper 
condition

CHESS

Existing 
conditions 

assessment
CHESS

Funded 
plan

CHESS

Education 
& 

Exposure
CHESS

Good schools and 
new homes that 
attract residents 

into the area

CDA

Increased 
enrollment in 

our feeder 
schools

CDA

Have a 
branch of the 
public library

CDA

A rebuilt 
Mobile County 

Training 
School

CDA

More educational 
opportunities for 

people who still live 
in the community. 

Especially for young 
people

CDA

Education 
System

CDA

School 
clean up

KMG

Funded 
community 

football 
equipment

ABCP

Getting public 
service 

information to 
the community

ABCP CHESS DOING

MCTSAA

Support the 
Mobile County 

Training 
School

ABCP

Brings 
Awareness to 
Community

ABCP

Industry 
curriculum  

embedded in to 
school (MCTS).

ABCP

Populated and 
flourishing 
educational 

facilities

CDA KMG MCTSAA MEJAC

SUCCESS

Renovated and 
maintained 
educational 

facilities

CDA CHESS SUCCESS

Educational curriculum and 
programming that offers 

opportunities of exposure, 
both broadly and tailored 

to locally needed skills sets

ABCP CDA CHESS MEJAC

SUCCESS

Basic 
education 
needs met

KMG

Technology 
training

MEJAC

Have a local 
magnet school 

(possibly current 
school 

conversation)

MEJAC

Scholarships

MCTSAA

Gives 
back to 
schools

MCTSAA

Supports the 
training 
school & 
students

MCTSAA

Communicates 
what the 
school is

MCTSAA

Working to 
increase 

educational 
awareness and 
opportunities

ABCP DOING MCTSAA

School 
Location

ABCP Strength

School
CDA Strength

Schools by 
and for the 
community

ABCP CDA Strength

Training 
School 
failing

MEJAC Threat

Losing a 
youthful 

population
MEJAC Threat

Many 
students 

don't live in 
the area

MEJAC Threat

Facility
MCTSAA Opportunity

Room for 
improvement 

through 
upgrades:

MCTSAA Opportunity

Equipment

MCTSAA Opportunity

Sports 
team

MCTSAA Opportunity

Campus

MCTSAA Opportunity

Curriculum

MCTSAA Opportunity

Introduction into 
horticulture - to 

benefit 
community 

garden

MCTSAA Opportunity

Repair skills 
- to benefit 

housing
MCTSAA Opportunity

Painting skills 
- to benefit 

housing

MCTSAA Opportunity

Beginning of 
every school year, 
there is talk of it 

closing... low 
numbers etc.

MCTSAA Threat

Prospect of 
middle 
school 
closing

MCTSAA Threat

Enhancements to the 
training school (curriculum) 
through partnerships with 
local institutions to teach 

skills that could be used to 
improve and benefit the 

redevelopment of the 
community.

MCTSAA Opportunity

Enhancements to 
the training 

school campus, 
facility, equipment 

and offerings.

MCTSAA Opportunity

Start of each school 
year is pessimistic 

instead of optimistic 
due to low / 

declining enrollment

MCTSAA MEJAC Threat

School is overly 
reliant on 

individuals 
outside of the 

community

MEJAC Threat

Evaluate 
potential for 
Vigor High 

School feeder 
program

Education
Africatown 
Neighborhood 
Plan

Education
Workforce Development

Education

Education
Professional Development

Incubation

MCTSAA Opportunity

Bring back and 
showcase 

talented locals

ABCP Opportunity

Education

Opportunity YMBC

Self 
improvement

Opportunity YMBC

Offering 
opportunities 

for professional 
development.

ABCP MCTSAA Opportunity

YMBC

Education
Academic Education

Education
Information
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The city helping 
to bring 

attention to the 
community

MEJAC

UNESCO 
Markers

MCTSAA

Cemetery

MCTSAA

Commemorations

MCTSAA

National Activities 
to coordinate 
Smithsonian / 

Clotilda

MCTSAA

Clotilda Landing 
celebration (our 

part of the 
Blueway)

MCTSAA

Recognizes the 
importance that 
the Rosenwald 

school still exists

MCTSAA

Inspires and 
engages the 
community

MCTSAA

Recognizing 
the past, and 

inspiring hope 
for the future

MCTSAA

Would like city and 
county to recognize 

the school's 
transformation from 

history to future

MCTSAA

Putting in place a 
structure to make 

Africatown a 
shining star

MCTSAA

Would like our 
institution to be 

recognized as the 
only one that can 

validate black hall of 
famers

MCTSAA

Would like to 
speak more about 

preserving the 
history of our 
community

MCTSAA

Gain 
promotional 

assistance from 
the government

MCTSAA

 Building a new 
community center 
to educate people 
on the history of 

Africatown

CDA

Building our 
organization

CDA

Heritage 
house

CDA

Spirt of our 
ancestors 

festival
CDA

Collecting 
artifacts for 
our website
CDA

Working with Dr. 
Billingsley on a 
curriculum for 

teachers to help 
teach the Africatown 

story

CDA

Preservation of 
the legacies of the 

110 enslaved 
Africans illegally 

brought here

CDA

Education of 
the masses 
of the 110's 

stories.
CDA

Water 
tour

CDA

Keeping the 
Africatown 
story alive

CDA

Education

CDA

Preservation

CDA

Promotion

CDA

Getting the story of 
Africatown out to the 

masses and shining light on 
what happened with the 

Clotilda and the community 
on a national and  
international level

CDA

Africatown 
Museum

CDA

Honor memories 
each February 

with the "Spirit of 
Our Ancestors" 

festival

CDA

Believes residual issues in 
Africatown can not be 
blamed on prominent 

family decedents. Hostility 
toward those people is 

inappropriate.

ACDC

Work with 
Old Plateau
Cemetery 

Group
YMBC

Declaring 
slavery as 
wrong - 

Apologize
YMBC

Seed funding grant converted into design 
challenges telling a comprehensive 

Africatown story (which is bigger than the 
district) Juneteenth (2021) will be 

launched on africatowndesign.com 
through 140 national schools and 

beyond. Juneteenth 2022 - slated to get 
designs / concepts back.

CHESS

Josephene 
Allen Site

CHESS

Africatown 
cultural 

mile
CHESS

More historical 
markers (by Peter 

Lee's chimney, 
where Cudjo use 

to live)

CHESS

Full fledged 
world- class 

museum
CHESS

Cultural 
assets 

mapped
CHESS

Heritage

CHESS

"Not everyone 
wants a story 
about slavery"

CHESS

Able  to share our 
identity history 
without being 

called liar...belief!

ABCP

International 
World 

Heritage Site

ABCP

Work together 
to celebrate 

the rich history 
and culture.

ABCP

Reparations

CDA

An apology for what 
has happened in the 

past and commitment 
to working together to 

help heal the 
community

CDA

An awareness and SINCERE 
recognition of its existence and 
importance by the Mobile city 

government and family of 
Timothy Meaher, who was 

responsible for bringing the 
Africans here illegally in the first 

place.

CDA

Apologize

CDA

Acknowledgment

CDA

Celebrate 
the areas 

history
ABCP

Bring awareness to the 
history and heritage of 

Africatown through 
festivals, speaking 

events, promotions, 
and recognition

CDA MCTSAA PLANNING

Preserve and 
develop historical 
/ heritage related 

destinations

CDA CHESS PLANNING

YMBC

Would like city and 
county to put in a 

place a strategy that 
encompasses the 

history

MCTSAA

Landmarks, facilities, 
events, and 

promotions honoring 
Africatown's unique 

history

ABCP CHESS MEJAC

SUCCESS

Sincere 
acknowledgment of 

the past, and 
commitments to 

helping the 
community heal

CDA CHESS HEALING YMBC

Communicates to 
members about 

documentation of 
community (clotilda, 

school, church)

MEJAC

Communicates to 
members about 

Heritage 
Preservation 
Foundation 
initiatives

MEJAC

Walking 
Tours

ABCP

Speaks about preserving 
history - "Canceling history 
is like canceling the statues 

in Washington. Clatilda 
gives more relevance to the 

importance of the 
community."

MCTSAA

Helping to grow Africatown 
history and brand 

awareness to the city, state, 
country, & world that aims 
to motivate, energize, and 

provide resources that 
outline what to get done.

MCTSAA

Dedicated to protecting, preserving and 
promoting the history and achievements 
of the MCTS family, and its descendants 

and recording, for posterity, the 
accomplishments and experiences of its 

family by awarding scholarships and 
publishing the alumni experience to 

encourage others.

MCTSAA

Promotes the 
past & 

present of 
Africatown

MCTSAA

Identifying 
historical houses 
and resisting the 
tearing of them 

down

MEJAC

Supported bid for 
Restore Act 

funding for new 
$3 mil Welcome & 
Heritage Center

ABCP

Prominent family 
descendants not 

blamed for 
residual issues in 

Africatown

ACDC HEALING

Blueway 
project

CDA

Working to build 
or improve 

historical tours 
& destinations

ABCP CDA DOING MCTSAA

MEJAC

Preserving 
promoting, & 
celebrating 

Africatown heritage

ABCP CDA DOING MCTSAA

MEJAC

Workshops

MCTSAA

Worked with Three 
Mile Creek 

Partnership on ways 
to connect the 
Greenway to 
Africatown

ABCP

Heritage

MEJAC Strength

Historical 
School

MEJAC Strength

Famous 
Athletes

MEJAC Strength

Historical 
Churches

MEJAC Strength

National historical 
marker – Clatilda, 
and all the [sad] 
things that put 

africatown on the 
map today.

MCTSAA Strength

Lack of 
recognition

ABCP Weakness

Lack of 
communication 
platform to tell 

the story of 
success.

ABCP Weakness

Clotilda 
Decedents

Strength YMBC

Location 
(Cultural 

Significance)

Strength YMBC

A rich heritage 
of historical 

stories, places, 
and people

MEJAC Strength YMBC

Lack of 
success story 

telling and 
recognition

ABCP Weakness

Historic housing 
being removed may 
cause Africatown to 

lose historical 
designation

MEJAC Threat

Africatown (the 
monument) is not 
being saved like 
Fort Conde was

MEJAC Threat

Stress from 
residents not being 

able to access 
resources (state 
funds to repairs 

their roofs)

MEJAC Threat

History

MCTSAA Opportunity YMBC

Landmarks

CDA Opportunity

 A desire by many ... 
including some in 
city government ... 

that Africatown 
would just go away.

CDA Threat

Storytelling 
through history 
and landmarks

CDA MCTSAA Opportunity

YMBC

Belief that the city 
and other people of 

influence want to 
erase Africatown 
and its existence

CDA MEJAC Threat

Historical 
Significance

MEJAC Strength

 Rich History – 
Understanding 

of what was 
and what is

MCTSAA Strength

National 
interest

ABCP Strength

Rich 
history
ABCP Strength

Pride in 
our 

history
CDA Strength

History

ABCP CDA Strength

History of 
Africatown

Strength YMBC

A rich heritage 
of historical 

stories, places, 
and people

ABCP CDA MCTSAA MEJAC

Strength YMBC

Develop detailed 
plan for heritage 
tourism program 

with tourism 
consultant

Coordinate 
with 

heritage 
tourism plan

Develop historic 
trail with 

interpretive 
markers in 
accessible 
locations

Implement 
historic 

preservation 
program/conser

vation district

Build 
Africatown 

museum and 
historical park

History & Heritage
Africatown 
Neighborhood Plan

History & Heritage
History & Storytelling

History 
& Heritage

History & Heritage
Heritage

History & Heritage
Perception & Reparations

History & Heritage
Places

CC
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How
On the next two pages of this file, you will find a contribution form that looks like the two images to the right. You can use these pages to print and hand 
write your responses. If you do not have access to a printer, you may also pick up blank copies at the Hope Community Center in Africatown. There you 
will also find the above informational posters around a room for easier reading.

Using this form, you can submit additions or feedback to sections and groups you see on the included posters. At the top right of each large black box is a 
black circled letter - note that in the first column. At the top of each blue summary note is a blue circled number - note that in the second column. This 
allows us to know where you would like to have your note added, or the group you are providing feedback for. If you are making an addition from the 
perspective of a certain Africatown organization, note that organization's initials in the fourth column. If you don't see a group that pertains to what you 
would like to say, you may leave the group column blank, but be sure to indicate at least a section.

Once finished, you may submit the form in one of the following ways:

Visit the Hope Community Center in Africatown, ask for staff to show you to the room with the community workshop posters, and place the form in the 
envelope labeled "Completed Contribution Forms" on the table by the door.
Scan or take a picture of the completed form and email it to innovation@cityofmobile.org.

Alternatively from the paper form, you can visit our explorable website where you can review all of the information we have captured and leave comments 
directly in the space. Simply go to the following link and see the instructions at the bottom: tinyurl.com/5cex7jsx

Feedback & Further 
Contribution

OrgAddition / FeedbackGroupSection

A

Contribution Form
Using this form, you can submit additions or feedback to sections and groups you see on the posters around the room. At the top right of 
each large black box is a black circled letter - note that in the first column below. At the top of each blue summary note is a blue circled 
number - note that in the second column below. This allows us to know where you would like to have your note added, or the group you are 
providing feedback for. If you are making an addition from the perspective of a certain Africatown organization, note that organization's 
initials in the fourth column. If you don't see a group that pertains to what you would like to say, you may leave the group column blank, but 
be sure to indicate at least a section. There are more lines on the back of this page should you need them. Once finished, please place this 
sheet in the envelope by the door labeled "Completed Contribution Forms".

Your 
addition or 
feedback

Y / N (circle one)

Africatown Resident? Your Name: (optional) Your Email: (optional)Your Organization(s):

Initials of 
organization 
to be tagged

ORG

#

OrgAddition / FeedbackGroupSection

A
Your 

addition or 
feedback

Initials of 
organization 
to be tagged

ORG

#



OrgAddition / FeedbackGroupSection

A

Contribution Form
Using this form, you can submit additions or feedback to sections and groups you see on the posters around the room. At the top right of 
each large black box is a black circled letter - note that in the first column below. At the top of each blue summary note is a blue circled 
number - note that in the second column below. This allows us to know where you would like to have your note added, or the group you are 
providing feedback for. If you are making an addition from the perspective of a certain Africatown organization, note that organization's 
initials in the fourth column. If you don't see a group that pertains to what you would like to say, you may leave the group column blank, but 
be sure to indicate at least a section. There are more lines on the back of this page should you need them. Once finished, please place this 
sheet in the envelope by the door labeled "Completed Contribution Forms".

Your 
addition or 
feedback

Y / N (circle one)

Africatown Resident? Your Name: (optional) Your Email: (optional)Your Organization(s):

Initials of 
organization 
to be tagged

ORG

#



OrgAddition / FeedbackGroupSection

A
Your 

addition or 
feedback

Initials of 
organization 
to be tagged

ORG

#
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